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Right ventricular (RV) adaptation to pressure overload is a strong determinant of survival in patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). Predicting RV failure (RVF) in these patients remains challenging. Considering that a reduction of RV adaptation to load precedes the development of RVF, Dandel et al hypothesized that assessment of RV remodeling may improve the timing of listing PAH patients to lung transplantation.

In the present study the authors considered 79 PAH patients who were all potential candidates for transplantation. They used echocardiography to investigate the performance of the overloaded right ventricle. As previously reported by the authors [1], they defined echo variables combining the velocity of myocardial shortening, RV geometry and load (Load Adaptation Index, RV load-corrected peak global systolic longitudinal strain rate, RV systolic synchronicity index).

Dandel et al highlighted that the Load Adaptation Index (LAIrv) was the most relevant indices to predict RV failure in candidates for lung transplantation. The main interest of the study is that significant changes of the LAIrv over time seemed particularly to be sensitive to quantify the impaired adaptability of the right ventricle to face the elevated afterload. These findings underscore the importance to assess not only RV function but also RV structural remodeling in response to the chronic pressure overload condition. A moderately altered RV geometry despite elevated afterload means a compensated right ventricle and an optimal ventricular-arterial coupling. Further studies are needed to validate the prognostic value of this composite indices in PAH patients, since measurement of RV dimensions using 2D-cardiac echo imaging may not be easily reproducible.
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